
deep sleep
beneficial

the rest cure for TB went
out withthewith the pillagepill age

today treatment for tajotbjoTB fo-
cuses on idohlisohlisoniisoniazidazid and the other
pills that fight TB germs but
rest especially deep sleep has
benefits for everyone whether
sick or well benefits unsutqctunsuspect-
ed until very recently

research into sleep and
dreams has turned up some sur-
prising evidence some of it
suggests that a special kind of
emotional learning takes place
during dreams dreams ansominsomin someom
way not yet understood are part
of the brains effort to absorbabsorbbabsorbs
and reorganize emotionally in-
tense experience

in one experiment dr ra-
mon greenberg of the veterans
administration hospital in bos-
ton showed a gruesome film of
an autopsy to two groups of
subjects

then he measured the emo-
tional tension caused by the
viewing he allowed one group
to get a good mnightsi sleep that
night but he awakawakenedened the sec
ond group each time their brain
waves indicated they were about
to dream

the next day all subjects were
shown the film again the first
grgroupaupoup who had been allowedallowedto to
dream were much calmer the
second time but the other dream
deprived group showed just as
much anxiety at the second
viewing as at the first

dreams it seems help di-
gest the past

dreams occur during sleep at
regular intervals about every 90
minutes the electrical waves of
the brain become as active as

when the sleeper isis fully awake
these periods called REM

sleep because of the rapid eye
movements that take place last
for 20 to 30 minutes at a stretch
they are now considered so
important that ads for sleeping
pills in medical magazines tell
physicians how much REM sleep
the pills willwiujroduceyproduce

rest aloneatone does not cure TB
but deep sleep and areamsaredreams are
part of healthy living


